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Do you feel there is something missing in your life?
Are you searching for a deeper spiritual relationship with the Angelic
Realms / Mother Mary / Sananda Jesus, Mary Magdalene or Mother
Earth?
Do you want to self-heal and move on with your life?
Are you ready to embrace 'Personal Wellness and Wholeness'?
Would you like to know more about how you can leave your 'Energetic
Footprints' behind to transform negative energy into positive love and
light?
Are you interested in combining Holism with an ancient form of Energy
Medicine taught by the Essenes 8000 years ago?
Are you interested in exploring your spirituality - with an open mind and
a loving heart?
If you have answered YES to any of the above questions, then maybe I can
support you find a solution to resolving the mystery.

An ancient “Soul Therapy” empowering Light Workers self heal
before healing others.
Following the Harmonic convergence way back in 1998, many Therapists and soul
seekers have been experiencing what can only best be described as the penultimate
‘Negativism’. Many of whom are now facing major crisis in their personal and
professional lives leaving one feeling totally isolated, rejected, adrift and at the mercy
of being influence by their head center-a center that is alien to a soul experience of
liberation and joy. Anecdotal evidence would now confirm that there have indeed
been many casualties as a direct result of light workers who have returned to their
head center-their ego. The sense of apparent hopelessness whilst infectious and
discouraging even the wisest and most grounded of experienced. All is not totally lost
for the light worker who remains in their heart, their greatest teacher.
The universe is aware of the impact that collateral negativism is having not just on the
landscape with devastating results as seen recently in the reported climate changes
now affecting planet Earth but the negative impact upon the minds and hearts of the
spiritually motivated light workers who are respectful of her presence. The energies of
the universe and landscape are working in partnership with Source for our survival
and it is only the fittest that is surviving against great odds. Mother Earth cordially
invites us to return to an ancient philosophy that continues to withstand the tests of
time.
When the various religious groups, including the early Christian Fathers eradicated
the presence of the Divine Feminine from their ritual they immediately created
imbalance, disharmony and a dichotomy with Source within their mind, body and
spirit. Ancient civilizations like the Mayans, Aztecs, Celts and the Essenes all
embraced the Divine Feminine as a matter of routine in their ceremonies and worship
to their Gods. The Nature Spirits and devas who have acted as custodians of the
landscape before man was created, now invites all light workers to revisit their sacred
contract with Mother Earth and unite as one loyal army of devotees to stop mankind
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from falling into an abyss of inconsolable grief by forming an alliance of positive
energy to embrace the Divine Feminine and combat this assault on the Earth.
The Divine Feminine together with Mother Mary and Mother Earth have all conspired
in our favor to bring to us the reemergence of an ancient philosophy combined with
the practical tools that will safeguard and nurture our beloved Earth as well as our
higher self. As practiced many centuries ago by the Therapeutae Essenes in Egypt, we
are invited to engage with the ancient therapy of washing and anointing the feet and
hands of each other and resurrect the core values and principles by creating a new
community of light workers who are more about embracing Love and light and by
avoiding all minds sets that are fear based and this includes all religious groups that
are controlling.
The Prophet Enoch or latterly known as the Archangel Metatron in another
incarnation, received from God a set of spiritual principles that would change the
mind sets of a people that has become enslaved to ego, fear and selfishness devoid of
love. Today light workers who choose to work from a place of fear can now trace
their lineage back to Saint Peter of the Nazarene Essenes. Light workers who work
mainly from their heart can also trace their sacred lineage right back to the Master
Jesus and the group known as the Johnannine Community. This community was
established by the Master Jesus and in the event of His death, Jesus instructed Saint
John, the beloved disciple and Evangelist together with Mary Magdalene, the Divine
Feminine to safeguard and nurture His spiritual teachings for our benefit.
The Nazarene Essenes that Saint Peter subscribed to was that of a strict Judaic
framework that insisted on celibacy for initiates as well as denying the existence of
the Divine Feminine. Whilst a committed Nazarene Essene, Saint Peter abandoned the
use of the name Nazarene for his followers and replaced it with the name Christian.
These teachings were influenced by fear, guilt and the need to perform ritual sacrifice
of animals to appease their God. Saint Peter’s legacy has left many followers
disillusioned and frustrated in the wake of the Harmonic Convergence in 1998. As
Jesus successor, Saint Peter, the first Pope of Rome, has given the Christian Church a
doctrine not of Love, but one of fear and power control that has survived two
thousand years. This negative mind set has not only stifled, shackled and destroyed
lives but has attracted many who would prefer to embrace Jesus through their head
centers. It is a doctrine that is ego centered devoid of selfless love.
Today we can celebrate the reemergence of the sacred writings of Jesus that were
hidden and later discovered at Nag Hamandi in Egypt in 1947. Many of the original
manuscripts by Saint John, Saint Thomas and Mary Magdalene about their
relationship with the Master Jesus, have confirmed that the Johnannine Community
lived a totally different communal, non-celibate life to that of any other Nazarene
sect. This community was a vibrant spiritual family whose sole purpose was more
about embracing spirituality through the expression of the Daily Communions recited
three times daily to the Father Mother God. The Tree of Life was their sacred tool
that incorporated fourteen strands of energy, seven from the Heavenly Father Mother
God to man and seven specific energies from Mother Earth to us. This vibrant
community radiated the core teachings of the Master Jesus based on love and later
went on to demonstrate how valued each person was as a brother and sister of the
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community through the anointing of each other’s feet with the healing oils using
Spikenard that Mary Magdalene used on the feet of her Master and beloved.
Today, Mother Mary and the Divine Feminine invite all light workers to embrace the
healing arts of incorporating healing oils in their holistic therapies. Our acceptance of
this invitation directly connects one with the Johnannine Community of Saint John
and Mary Magdalene of the Nazarene Essenes. This lineage dates back to Mount
Carmel in Jerusalem where the early monks already practiced this ancient therapy
known as Therapeutic Channeling. Over the past two thousand years, the religious
orders of nursing monks have maintained a close affiliation with the ancient
Principles and therapies of the Johnannine Community of Mount Carmel. In the
words of the Master Jesus, he said that ‘whatever we do to a brother or sister, we do
unto God.’
The Nazarene Essenes were renowned for their strict discipline and the use of positive
affirmations that were the key to reprogramming the initiate’s DNA. The training of
new initiates took seven years and during that time they would have memorized the
ancient symbols and teachings of the Essenes. Their popularity made them hunted
men and women by the Greeks and Romans for their knowledge as well as their
understanding of the Holistic therapies and ancient remedies alleviating suffering.
They were respected and admired for their charitable works and sense of decency
towards the poor and sick in their locality.
This ancient therapy of channeling the Divine Masculine (Jesus) and the Divine
Feminine (Mary Magdalene) energies through ‘Therapeutic Touch’ using the healing
oils, has left us a legacy that empowers clients today experience a soul revival unlike
any other therapy. Light workers have been offered a gift from Source to reclaim their
individual power and live lives that are detached from materialism whilst remaining in
the world but not active participants to its mind games, subtle delusions and
temptations. When a light worker experiences first hand the impact of these ancient
healing energies there is a gradual change within their spirit’s DNA empowering them
to remain heart centered as key players in the reemergence of the ancient therapies
practiced by Saint John, Mary Magdalene and those many men and women who have
quietly lived as Nazarene Essenes of the Johnannine Community to the present day.
The Christian Church together with all major religions today needs the support from
the therapists who adhere to the ancient teachings of the Johnannine Community of
Nazarene Essenes. Society has apparently lost its way in their search for wealth.
In 1966, the Realms invited a light worker known as the Barefoot Angel Man to
undergo the healing spiritual process of reconnection to the ancient teachings of the
Master Jesus to leave his family and enter a monastic nursing order of monks. Sean
was eventually known by his religious name of Brother Jude Thaddeus. In 1968, at his
solemn profession of vows, Brother Jude received the ritual of the laying on of hands
that had been practiced by members of the community since its inception in the
fourteenth century. This ritual has a direct lineage to the Master Jesus and the Mount
Carmel community of Saint John and Mary Magdalene.
In 2001, the Master Jesus guided Sean in prayer to reach out and offer practical
support to several friends in need and soon the benefits were to change their lives. It
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was not long before word spread and friends and colleagues came asking for
instruction into this ancient therapy that would create a shift of energy empowering
them to heal deep unresolved inner core issues. Therapists from Ireland as well as in
the United Kingdom came to embrace the teachings of Sananda Jesus, the Divine
Feminine and the Angelic Realms.
From 2005, Sananda Jesus and Mary Magdalene have been instructing Sean to
incorporate the ancient teachings of the Nazarene Essenes regarding ‘Spiritual ReProgramming of our Soul’s DNA’. We know from ancient writings found at Nag
Hamandi in Egypt in 1947 that the Essenes used positive affirmations to reconnect
with Mother Earth and with the Father Mother God. The Essenes were the founding
Fathers of Psychotherapy that we know today. Sean has developed these Principles
incorporating positive and forgiveness affirmations as part of the healing therapy
handed down to us from Mary Magdalene through Saint John’s community on Mount
Carmel. The anointing of feet with Spikenard empowers the heart center reclaim the
mind, or head center to come back into subjection to the heart. The therapy is now
recognized by therapists as a soul therapy offering the recipient clarity and vision to
reclaim one’s divinity and move forward.
Working to the core values of these ancient teachings that have survived over 4000
years, Sean continues to support therapists and clients by offering a more personalized
therapeutic therapy lasting from 1 hour to 24 hours on a residential and non residential
basis. These individualized client interactions are more about embracing the Divine
within and empowering the client face whatever is challenging them thus enabling
them ‘Release, Reclaim and Reconnect’ with Source.
Long before NLP arrived, the Nazarene Essenes were already practicing with sacred
tools that re-programmed not just the mind but actively imprinted the DNA of Source
in our spirit. Sean believes that through these ancient sacred tools the Father Mother
God with Mother Earth has implanted Love and Light into our very souls.
As a child of God, I endorse the teachings of the Nazarene Essenes who believed that
when we were born, we came into this incarnation as a whole, perfect and complete
child of God. Many therapists hold the belief that we have returned to earth to repay
old Karma. This is an erroneous belief and one that confuses many light workers
leaving them vulnerable and disempowered. Sean believes that we have all agreed to
return into what can only be described as the most difficult of incarnations and that
instead of repaying old debts, we agreed to come back with the wisdom and
knowledge to enhance our spiritual ascension and lead many home to the Light The
need to empower therapists recognize that this is the first step to their spiritual
freedom as co creators of Source in partnership with Sananda Jesus, the Divine
Feminine and the Four Spheres of Angelic Beings of Love.

The Essenes
Therapeutau Essenes
(Egypt)

†
Essenes Dead Sea

Saint Peter
and
†
New Christian Church
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Nazarene Essenes
Master Jesus
†
Saint John Evangelist
†
Johnannine Community

†
Strict celibacy rules
Animal /blood sacrifice
†
Culture of Fear, Guilt
†
Catholic Church
†
Teaching Orders
(Benedictines &
Cistercians)

(Mary Magdalene)
†
Mount Carmel, Jerusalem
†
Culture of Love and marriage
†
Monastic Nursing Monks
†
Alexian Nursing Order /Sean
(Sean link to Group)
†

Sean Bradley Academy
†
Tau Tree of Life HealingCommunity

Authors Bio”
Sean is a Spiritual Life Coach, Healer, Teacher & author of several books. He is
committed to supporting and empowering clients and therapists experience inner
peace, tranquillity and healing of Mind-Body-Spirit through one to one therapies or
group work, at his home in the South Lakes.
Born in Glasgow, Sean was brought up in Dublin. He felt that throughout his life he
was being guided and that his life was mapped out. At the age of 16 he entered a
monastic community and became a qualified nursing monk. Although he left the
community when he was 24, but now lives the life of a Tertiary Franciscan Monk. He
continued nursing for a further 30 years until a major breakdown became his
breakthrough in doing this work..
In 2002, Sean was guided by the Master Jesus and Mother Mary to establish the Sean
Bradley Academy and reach out to carers and therapists empowering them not just be
exceptional therapists in service to Sananda Jesus but to be a ‘People of Prayer’ and
reconnect with their heart –their Christ/God centre each day. The spiritual lifeline
offered to our therapists is part of the vision of the Tau Community of Saint Francis, a
spiritual interfaith Family for all faiths and none, reaching out to all carers and
therapists in need of support, education and training. It is our intention to set up Tau
Healing Support Groups worldwide. We pride ourselves in caring for the carer with
that same love that Jesus has demonstrated to us through the Johannine Community of
the Nazarene Essenes.
Please visit the following websites for more information:
www.sean-bradley.com www.taucommunity.com www.angelgardens4u.co.uk
Namaste – Brother Sean, The Barefoot Angel Man ™

Sean offers courses in Spiritual Healing, Energy Medicine that empowers his clients
to 'self heal' underpinned by the ancient teachings of the Essenes and the Angel
(Feng Shui) Healing Bagua. He has been described as a "intuitive physician of
souls.' Sean is available for Telephone Appointments & Private Consultations. See
Therapeutic Pathways Consultancy pages
Read what he does; listen to his voice; come into his world; enter his website. Enjoy.
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Article by Sean Bradley –seansacademy@aol.com
Sean is the webmaster of http://www.sean-bradley.com http://www.angelgardens4u.co.uk
Visit his sites for free articles and tutorials focusing on Holistic Energy Medicine and Creating
Angel Peace Gardens, underpinned by the teachings of the Essenes and the Angel (Feng Shui)
healing Bagua.
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